DIAGNOSTIC TOOL KIT PROMOTION

PART NO. 99906 Special Pricing Available March 1st - August 1st, 2020

For a limited time, Four Seasons® offers a Diagnostic Tool Kit featuring the tools you need for late model system diagnostics. Expert technicians know that doing the job right starts with diagnosing the root cause of any failure. Four Seasons® Diagnostic Tool Kit does just that with our popular ECV Diagnostic Tool Kit and YF refrigerant leak detector.

PART NO. 99906 FEATURES THE FOLLOWING:

YF Refrigerant Leak Detector
Part No. 69010
- 15.5" flexible test probe
- Infrared gas sensor
- Automatic zero and background compensation
- High/Medium/Low leak sensitivity selector
- Carrying case included

The YF Refrigerant Leak Detector makes diagnosing a leak in the air conditioning system easy and quick. Being able to diagnose quickly and accurately helps ensure that the job is done right.

ECV Diagnostic Tool
Part No. 69636
- Hand held ECV compressor tester unit
- Power leads and wire harness set
- 14 Female connectors
- 15 Male connectors
- Convenient carrying case
- Instruction sheet

Tool comes with over 20 custom pigtauls to connect to virtually every manufacturer’s computer controlled compressor. Some models from these manufacturers use ECV compressors: BMW, Chrysler, General Motors, Hyundai, Jaguar, Kia, Land Rover, Mercedes Benz, Nissan/Infiniti, Subaru, Toyota/Lexus and VW/Audi/Porsche.

For more information visit www.4s.com